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Abstract
In contrast to hardware-based isolation solutions, language-
based systems support crossing of isolation boundaries with
an overhead of a function call. Moreover, the strong type
system of a safe language provides support for secure com-
munication in the face of complex, semantically-rich inter-
faces, i.e., support for fault isolation and end-to-end zero-
copy communication through isolation of object spaces and
controlled ownership on the shared exchange heap. If histor-
ically, safety was prohibitive due to overheads of a managed
runtime, today, languages like Rust achieve the performance
of unsafe C hence empowering language-based systems to
support practical isolation with fine-grained boundaries and
frequent communication.
Unfortunately, despite providing the core foundation for

isolation of object spaces, i.e., support for a special shared
heap, Rust still lacks several abstractions required to sup-
port zero-copy communication mechanisms. Existing Rust
systems restrict zero-copy passing of data to a set of hand-
coded types, hence limiting flexibility of changing interfaces
between isolated subsystems. Our work extends the Rust
compiler with a static analysis pass that reasons about as-
signments of references on the shared exchange heap and
instruments them with the code that correctly reflects own-
ership updates on cross-subsystem invocations. This allows
us to develop an isolation scheme in which a hierarchical
data structure can be passed between isolated subsystems
with a single ownership update of its root element.

1 Introduction
Despite being able to dominate the landscape of isolation
solutions for decades, hardware isolation mechanisms are in-
creasingly at odds with the systems we run today. Primarily,
hardware abstractions like segmentation and paging were
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designed to provide efficient virtualization of hardware, i.e.
provide an abstraction of a virtual address space for an oper-
ating system process. As a resut hardware primitives were
optimized for zero-overhead virtualization of long-running
computations (a typical process runs for tens of millions of
cycles before it context switches) that communicate only
infrequently with other parts of the system.
Today, however, we try to retrofit isolation into the sys-

tems that are built out of small third-party libraries that
frequently cross isolation boundaries, e.g. browser exten-
sions [1, 44, 46, 60], web applications [2, 18, 21, 37], server-
less cloud and edge platforms [3, 4, 38, 48, 58], user-defined
database functions [15, 55], virtualized network functions [5,
33, 35, 43, 51, 54], device drivers [24, 26, 56], storage stacks
and file systems [14, 23], kernel modules [12, 22, 25, 29–32],
and more. Typically, such systems perform a small computa-
tion and call into another subsysem, i.e., every few hundred
cycles – a frequency that challenges the performance of
modern hardware isolation mechanisms that even in the
ideal case require several hundred cycles to save general and
extended registers, switch to a new stack, and change the
isolation boundary [40].

In contrast to hardware isolation schemes, programming
language safety allows crossing the isolation boundary with
an overhead of a function call [6, 9, 11, 28, 34, 45, 59]. In a
safe language the execution can continue on the same stack
(safety ensures isolation of the caller and callee frames on
the stack) and does not require saving and restoring general
and extended registers (calling conventions save and restore
registers between the caller and callee, and exception han-
dling mechanisms allow recovery from a fault in a callee
subsystem). If historically safety was prohibitively expensive
due to the overhead of the managed runtime (safe languages
like Go and C# show 36-42% overhead compared to unsafe
C [20]), Rust demonstrated how safety can be enforced in a
practical manner without garbage collection (Rust achieves
overheads of only few percents [20, 45, 47]).
Along with low-overhead boundary crossings, safe lan-

guages leverage powerful type systems to implement mul-
tiple security and reliability properties. Isolation of heaps
and restricted ownership creates the foundation for fault
recovery [34, 45] and end-to-end zero-copy communica-
tion [7, 34, 45, 47]. Language-based systems rely on a special
heap construction that combines private subsystem heaps
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and a shared exchange heap used for passing objects across
isolated subsystems [7, 34, 45]. A combination of heap iso-
lation and single ownership on the shared heap creates a
foundation for a true end-to-end zero-copy from user applica-
tions to operating system device drivers and hence enables
high-throughput I/O workloads that traditionally require
access to a dedicated physical device through a user-level
device driver [16, 19, 36, 41].
Unfortunately, despite providing the core foundation for

isolation and zero-copy communication, Rust still lacks ab-
stractions required to implement generic zero-copy com-
munication mechanisms. For example, several recent sys-
tems support zero-copy communication with only a set of
hand-coded types [7, 45, 47]. Netbricks supports zero-copy
communication via a single fixed interface that allows ex-
change of a single data structure that represents a batch
of network packets [47]. RedLeaf adds support for defining
exchangeable types that can be safely exchanged across iso-
lation boundaries, but fails to support recursive references
on the shared heap due to the lack of mechanisms in the
language that can control the ownership of the objects on
the shared heap (RedLeaf supports generation of getter and
setter methods to control the assignment of objects in hierar-
chical data structures, but abandons them in favor of a small
set of pre-defined types due to cumbersome, non-ergonomic
syntax). Splinter fails to support zero-copy and falls back
to marshaling complex object hierarchies between isolated
subsystems [39].
Our work extends Rust with support for abstractions

needed to support zero-copy communication on a shared ex-
change heap [34, 45], and specifically support for mediating
assignments of recursive references on the shared heap. We
extend the Rust compiler with a new static analysis pass that
reasons about assignments of references on the shared heap
and instruments them with code that correctly updates own-
ership of objects on the shared heap which is required for
safe deallocation of objects which are owned on the shared
heap by a crashing subsystem [45]. This allows us to develop
an isolation scheme in which a hierarchical data structure
can be passed between isolated subsystems with a single
ownership update of its root element. The instrumented
code then guarantees correct tracking of ownership if the
hierarchical object is updated. This ensures the enforcement
of ownership rules on the shared heap (and thus cleanup of
resources on the shared heap in case of a subsystem crash).

2 Background: Isolation and
Communication in Language-Based
Systems

The first principles of language-based isolation were laid
out by the early safe operating systems, i.e., the operating
systems that relied on programming language safety for iso-
lation of computations [8, 10, 13, 17, 27, 42, 52, 57]. SPIN

suggested to use language safety for isolation of kernel ex-
tensions [9]. While restricting extensions to safe accesses,
SPIN allowed uncontrolled exchange of references between
the kernel and isolated subsystems hence leaving the heap
in an inconsistent state if one of the extensions crashed. J-
Kernel [59] and KaffeOS [6] developed ideas of isolated heaps,
i.e., private subsystem and shared exchange heaps, as a way
to support clean termination of isolated subsystems. Singu-
larity extended isolated private and shared exchange heaps
with a single ownership on the shared heap, i.e., at any given
time, only one isolated subsystem was permitted to have
a reference to an object on the shared heap [34]. A combi-
nation of single ownership and heap isolation eliminated
state sharing across subsystems and hence provided support
for clean termination and unloading of crashing subsystems.
Singularity developed novel static analysis and verification
techniques to enforce single ownership semantics on the
exchange heap in an otherwise non-linear language, Sing#.
When a reference to an object was passed between subsys-
tems, the ownership of the object was “moved” (an attempt
to access the object after passing it to another subsystem
was rejected by the verifier). Along with fault isolation, sin-
gle ownership on the shared heap enabled secure zero-copy
communication, i.e., the move semantics guaranteed that the
sender of an object was losing access to it and hence allowed
the receiver to update the object’s state knowing that the
sender was not able to access or alter the new state.

Heap isolation in Rust Recently, RedLeaf brought ideas of
Singularity to Rust [45]. A unique property of Rust is that
it ensures single ownership on the shared heap through its
type system (i.e., borrow checker [49]), and hence avoids the
need for additional verification mechanisms. Similar to Sin-
gularity, RedLeaf separates private (per-domain) and shared
exchange heaps [45] (Figure 1). Objects on the private do-
main heap are regular Rust data structures with the restric-
tion that they cannot have pointers into other private heaps
and a guarantee that they cannot be shared across domains
via cross-domain invocations. RedLeaf introduces an idea
of exchangeable types, for objects that domains can safely
exchange across boundaries of isolated subsystems. All ob-
jects that can be exchanged across domains are allocated on
the exchange heap. RedLeaf introduces an abstraction of a
remote reference, or RRef<T>, that is similar to the default Rust
Box<T> mechanism for allocating objects on the heap. Object
on the exchange heap are allowed to have references to other
objects on the exchange heap, but are not allowed to have
references into private heaps (since Rust cannot fully enforce
this invariant RedLeaf develops a special interface definition
language compiler that checks the types of objects on the
exchange heap).

Rust does not provide support for garbage collection and
allows leaking memory. This means special care must be
taken to deallocate objects owned by a crashing subsystem
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Figure 1. Organization of the shared and private heaps in RedLeaf

on the private and shared heaps. To support deallocation of
all domain resources, RedLeaf takes the following approach.
On a crash, RedLeaf reclaims private domain heap as raw
memory. This is safe since no other object in the system
outside of the private heap is allowed to have references
into the private domain heap and eliminates the need for
garbage collection. To clean the shared heap, along with each
object on the shared heap RedLeaf maintains information
about its owner (due to single ownership on the shared heap,
only one domain (owner of the object) has access the ob-
ject through an RRef<T>). On cross-domain invocations, the
communication subsystem updates the ownership of objects
moving them between domains. The system maintains a
system-wide registry of all objects allocated on the shared
heap. Upon a crash of a domain, RedLeaf walks through the
heap registry and deallocates all objects currently owned by
the crashing domain.
Tracking ownership of hierarchical data structures To
ensure clean up of the shared heap, RedLeaf track ownership
of each object on the shared heap. RedLeaf’s IPC subsystem
updates the ownership of objects on cross-subsystem invo-
cations moving them between domains. This is challenging
for hierarchical data structures as they contain pointers to
other data structures on the shared heap. A naive solution is
for the IPC subsystem to recursively change the ownerships
of all objects reachable from the root when such objects are
passed. This, however, can introduce significant overheads
as the object closure becomes enormous (e.g., large DOM
hierarchies in web browsers).

Instead, RedLeaf argues to change the ownership of only
the root object with any nested objects marked with a special
owner. During deallocation, such nested objects are deallo-
cated as part of their parent objects’ drop() methods [45].
Unfortunately, RedLeaf cannot control assignment of refer-
ences on the shared heap, owing to limitations of Rust.

Specifically, to correctly handle the clean-up of objects on
the exchange heap, one must enforce the following domain-
ownership invariants:

I1. Child objects should be marked as bottom (⊥)
whenmoved into a parent RRef<T> (i.e., the reference
is owned by a parent object and not by any of the
domains).

This invariant prevents double-free when the system scans
for RRef<T>s owned by the crashing domain.

I2. Objects should be assigned an appropriate do-
main owner when moved out of the RRef<T> hierar-
chy.

This invariant prevents memory leak by making sure the
RRef<T> will be attributed to the crashing domain.

Rust does not provide support for mediating assignments
to RRef<T>s. As a result, RedLeaf makes all RRef<T> fields private
and generates public get and set methods for each field to
mediate updates to the object hierarchy, at the cost of code
ergonomics (generated getter and setter methods become
cumbersome for complex data structures like nested structs,
tuples, arrays, etc.).

3 Assignment Analysis
Our work extends Rust with mechanisms that allow the
IPC subsystem to track and update the ownership of the
hierarchical data types allocated on the shared exchange
heap. We extend the Rust compiler with a static analysis pass
that tracks assignments of objects allocated on the shared
heap with a user-provided type (RRef<T> in our example), and
reasons about nesting of RRef<T>s to correctly update RRef<T>

ownership information on the shared heap. During the code
generation phase we perform a code transformation that
modifies the program during the mid-level intermediate rep-
resentation (MIR) phase of compilation to correctly uphold
ownership invariants for RRef<T> assignments.
In order to identify which assignments in the program

must be rewritten, the analysis checks whether the right and
left sides of the assignments are part of the object hierarchies
allocated on the shared heap. Several corner-cases make this
seemingly simple task challenging (we discuss them below).
Composite types Composite types like structures, tuples, ar-
rays, and enums may contain multiple RRef<T>s and therefore
have to be handled by the analysis and the code genera-
tion path. Enumerated types, e.g., options and unions, may
contain an RRef<T>, depending on which variant is present at
runtime. For example, MaybeRRef may contain zero, one or two
RRef<T>s:

enum MaybeRRef {
None,
One(RRef<i32>),
Two(RRef<i32>, RRef<i32>),

}

We generate the following rewriting code that rewrites the
assignment at runtime
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// m is MaybeRRef
t.m = m;

// code injected by the code generation phase
match t.m {

MaybeRRef::One(ref mut r) => mark_bottom(r),
MaybeRRef::Two(ref mut r1, ref mut r2) => {

mark_bottom(r1);
mark_bottom(r2);

},
_ => {},

}

During the code generation pass we emit a match on the
enumerated value to make the correct ownership decision at
runtime. Beyond user-defined enum types, this corner case
includes common rust programming patterns such as Result

and Option types that might contain RRef<T>s.
For collection types such as array or slices, the analysis

must generate code that handles every element to modify
each of their ownership properly. Because arrays have a
statically-known length, code can be statically generated
by the analysis pass for each element. On the other hand,
slices do not carry size information at compile-time, so the
analysis pass must generate code that iterates over their
elements at runtime and modifies the ownership of each one,
similar to the runtime pattern matching-based handling of
enumerations.
Immutable borrows Rust allows existence of multiple im-
mutable references. In the example below an immutable
reference is assigned into the hierarchy of objects on the
shared heap.

struct T<'a> {
r: &'a RRef<i32>,

}

fn foo<'a>(t: &mut RRef<T<'a>>, r: &'a RRef<i32>>) {
t.r = r; // assignment of immutable reference
...

}

Rust lifetime rules ensure that t.rwill not outlive the original
object, hence we do not need to update the ownership infor-
mation (the object behind the reference is correctly owned
by either domain or another reference).
Mutable borrows When an RRef<T> is part of a type that is
borrowed mutably, determining whether or not an assign-
ment must be rewritten requires knowing whether the source
of the borrow is contained within a shared heap object.
When the mutable borrow occurs intraprocedurally (i.e.

the source of the borrow is owned within the same function
as its use), this can be done easily by marking whether or
not each borrow was taken from a shared heap object upon
creation, so that the analysis knows whether or not it was
marked as such upon assignment. Note that this is transitive:
for example, given let b1 = &mut RRef::new(3); which borrows
from a shared heap object, a second borrow let b2 = &mut b1;

would transitively also be a borrow from a shared heap ob-
ject.
When the mutable borrow occurs interprocedurally (i.e.

when a function’s parameter is a mutable borrow), we can no

longer determine whether or not the movement of RRef<T>s
into such parameters would create nesting based only on
the body of that function; in this case our analysis requires
context-sensitivity to operate correctly. We extend our analy-
sis to accommodate this via summary-based interprocedural
analysis and additional code generation upon return from a
call to such a function.
Such cases occur when multiple control paths through

the code create the case when on some paths assignment
has to be rewritten and on some not. In the example below,
the function f is called from two invocation contexts, i.e.
two functions inside_of_an_rref and outside_of_an_rref. On one
invocation path the assignment of r inside f has to be marked
as bottom and in another should not.

struct Foo {
r: RRef<i32>,

}

// Moves an RRef into `t`
fn f(t: &mut Foo) {
let r = RRef::new(3);
t.r = r;
// whether or not `t.r` need to be marked as a bottom
// can only be deduced based on the caller's context

}

fn outside_of_an_rref() {
let t = Foo { r: RRef::new(3) };
f(&mut t);
// in this context `t.r` in `f()` does not need to be
// marked as bottom

}

fn inside_of_an_rref() {
let rt = RRef::new(Foo { r: RRef::new(3) });
f(&mut *rt);
// in this context, `rt.r` in `f()` needs to be
// marked as a bottom as it is nested
mark_bottom(&mut rt.r);

}

fn transitively_ambiguous(t: &mut Foo) {
f(t);
// still ambiguous, so the ambiguity propagates further to
// the caller of this function

}

We handle such cases context-sensitively. For a given func-
tion, and for each mutably-borrowed parameter, it emits
a summary of fields within the parameter into which an
RRef<T> was assigned within the function. At each call site,
our analysis of the caller uses this information to generate
code that marks all such RRef<T>s as bottom if, based on the
caller context, the assignmend into these fields created nest-
ing. In the example, this is true for inside_of_an_rref, but not
for outside_of_an_rref.
Note that this applies transatively as well: if a caller con-

text still cannot resolve this ambiguity and allow the analysis
to know for certain whether or not the movement of RRef<T>s
created nesting, the context-sensitive ambiguity is propa-
gated further to the caller’s callers.
Dynamic dispatch Dynamic dispatch via trait objects
presents a somewhat generalized case of interprocedural
analysis. Because the actual method implementation that
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Figure 2. Internals of the RRef<T> type. RRef<A> contains a recursive
refrence to RRef<B>. Both RRef<T>s are initially owned by domain X,
but then ownership of RRef<B> is updated to bottom after assignment
is done.

runs depends entirely on the type of the trait object at run-
time, we must handle dynamic dispatch as the union of the
result of interprocedural analysis performed on each indi-
vidual implementation, because we cannot know statically
which method implementation will run. Thus, our analysis
must conservatively emit code that, upon return from the
dynamically-dispatched method call, marks as bottom any
RRef<T> that would become nested within any trait implemen-
tation. Note that because in RedLeaf the entire source is
always available during compilation, we are able to conclu-
sively detect which RRef<T>s this applies to across all possible
trait implementations in the program.
3.1 Atomicity and Correctness in the Face of Crashes

To understand the logic of the cleanup algorithm in the face
of crashes, consider the following sequence of operations
that we inject around every assignment statement. Here we
assign an RRef<T> b into another RRef<T>, a.r.
1 a.r = b;
2 mark_bottom(&mut a.r);

We first execute the assignment, then update b’s ownership
to bottom.
To ensure atomicity of the above code in case of a crash

(i.e. ensure that the shared heap is cleaned up correctly if the
domain crashes between the assignment of the b and when it
is marked as bottom), we develop a special implementation
of the drop method.
Rust allows us to control behavior of the drop() method

for the RRef<T> type. Internally each RRef<T> is represented as
two separate types: descriptor and a value (Figure 2). The
descriptor part contains the identifier of the owning domain,
and an unsafe pointer to the value. The value itself may
contain nested RRef<T>s. In our example, the value of a contains
a reference to the descriptor part of b. The heap registry stores
pointers to the descriptor parts of all RRef<T>s allocated on the
shared heap and uses them during domain cleanup.

Rust allows us to overload the drop()method for the descrip-
tor part of the RRef<T>, hence controlling when we deallocate

Input: 𝐻 is the set of all shared heap object descriptors, 𝐷 is the
domain ID of the crashing domain

Output: None
𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 ← ∅
for 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 ∈ 𝐻 do

if 𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑟_𝑜 𝑓 (𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 ) = 𝐷 then
𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡_𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 (∗𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐.𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 )
𝑝𝑢𝑠ℎ (𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡, 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 )

end
end
for 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 ∈ 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 do

𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑒 (𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 )
end

Algorithm 1: Shared heap cleanup

the value. The drop() implementation for the descriptor type is
adjusted by moving the actual implementation (including ex-
plicitly dropping the pointed-to value) to a separate method
force_drop(), and leaving drop() with the logical equivalent of:

impl<T> Drop for RRefDescriptor<T> {
fn drop(&mut self) {

if !crashed() || self.is_bottom() {
// unconditionally drop the value
self.force_drop();

}
}

}

Normally, when RRef<T> is going out of scope (such as during
reassignment), the drop()method ignores the bottom flag (the
!crashed() is true) and invokes the Rust’s drop() method for the
value type via the force_drop() function.

When a crash has occurred, however, the system performs
the following two step algorithm (Algorithm 1). We first scan
the heap registry for all RRef<T>s that are currently owned
by the domain and force drop them via the force_drop() func-
tion. The force_drop() unconditionally drops the value of the
RRef<T>, but leaves its descriptor part intact. When the value is
dropped its drop() method triggers invocations of drop() meth-
ods for recursive RRef<T>s, i.e. it calls our overloaded drop()

method of the descriptor part, which if the flags allow trig-
gers recursive invocation of the force_drop(), hence dropping
the value. After the force drop pass is done, we free as raw
memory all descriptor parts that are owned by the crashing
domain.

During the first pass, the drop() method obeys the bottom
flag to avoid double free and leaks. For example, if the domain
crashes between lines 1 and 2 in the listing above, both a and
b are reachable from the heap registry (both are still reported
as owned by the crashing domain), but the drop() method
for b does not drop the value as the bottom flag is not set
(logically, the bottom flag is the presence of a “no domain”
owner). Note, it is possible that bwill be dropped before a. The
drop method of a will try to recursively drop b (if assignment
in line 2 is already performed) calling the drop() method for
its descriptor part. However, since the descriptor part is not
deallocated by the force_drop() method, the descriptor part is
still on the heap and the invocation of the b’s drop() method
is safe.
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If the domain crashes after marking b as the bottom (e.g.,
after line 2), b is no longer owned by the crashing domain and
hence it will not be reached from the heap registry during
the scan and will not be force dropped. Instead, a’s drop()

method will recursively invoke the drop() method for b which
in turn drop the value since the bottom flag is set.

During the second pass we drop descriptors as raw mem-
ory. This operation is correct since the descriptor, whose
value pointer no longer refers to anything, is simply plain-
old-data. At this point no other value can refer to any of the
descriptors.
Similarly, when RRef<T> is being moved out of another’s

tree, the operation order is exactly reversed:
1 mark_owned(&mut a.r, current_domain());
2 let b = a.r;

We first mark RRef<T> as owned by the current domain and
then move it from the hierarchy. If domain crashes in be-
tween the two operations, we have the case identical to the
above, i.e., the RRef<T>, a.r, is reachable recursively through a,
but at the same time is owned by the current domain.

4 Implementation
We implement our assignment analysis as a mid-level in-
termediate representation (MIR) pass. MIR [50], a recent
addition to the Rust compilation infrastructure, is a control
flow graph-based, simplified form of Rust, whose main ben-
efit is being better suited for dataflow analysis (e.g. type and
borrow checking), as opposed to the tree-based high-level
intermediate representation (HIR). Assignment statements
in MIR are made of Places: an expression that identifies a
location in memory and Rvalues: an expression that produces
a value (e.g., let <place> = <rvalue>;).
For each function in the program, the MIR pass iterates

through all assignment statements in the control-flow graph.
Analyzed RRef<T> assignments are then collected into a list of
insertion points at which ownership updates will be inserted.
Code generation In MIR, a function call is represented as a
basic block terminator that connects two basic blocks. In or-
der to insert calls to the trusted runtime, basic blocks enclos-
ing the insertion points need to be split. For each insertion
point, the pass creates a new basic block and moves subse-
quent statements to it. The two basic blocks are then joined
with the Call terminator pointing to the desired function in
the runtime (e.g., mark_bottom()).

5 Evaluation
We run our experiments on CloudLab [53] c220g5 servers
configured with two Intel Xeon Silver 4114 10-core Skylake
CPUs running at 2.20 GHz, 192 GB RAM, and a dual-port
Intel X520 10GbE NIC. The machines run NixOS 23.05 with
the Linux 6.1 kernel configured without any speculative
execution attack mitigations (mitigations=off) reflecting the
trend of recent Intel CPUs addressing a range of speculative
execution attacks in hardware. In all the experiments, we
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disable hyper-threading, turbo boost, CPU idle states, and
frequency scaling to reduce the variance in benchmarking.

5.1 RRef<T> Passing

To put into perspective the performance improvement en-
abled by assignment analysis, we construct a synthetic test in
which nested RRef<T>s of common data structures are passed
between domains (Figure 3). For all invocations, a proxy re-
sponsible for updating the ownership of all RRef<T>s passed
in the invocation is interposed between the caller and callee
domains.

The naive implementation of the proxy traverses the RRef<T>

hierarchy passed by the calling domain and assigns owner-
ships for all objects in the closure recursively. In contrast,
assignment analysis only manipulates the ownerships of
top-level RRef<T>s. We run two experiments. In the first ex-
periment we pass an array of RRef<T>s that is reachable from
a root RRef<T>. We vary the size of the array from 1 to 128
RRef<T> elements. In the second test, we pass a linked list of
RRef<T>s and again vary the size of the list from 1 to 128.

Overall, the naive proxy incurs overheads as the number
of recursive RRef<T>s increases. Passing a linked list incurs
an overhead of 5 cycles per node due to pointer chasing,
whereas passing a simple fixed-size array of RRef<T>s costs an
average of 1.1 cycles per element.

5.2 Network Functions

We devise an application test to measure the performance
improvement in the context of network function virtual-
ization (NFV). We implement a packet processing pipeline
similar to Netbricks [47], but with support for isolation of
heaps, and hence support for fault isolation of individual
network functions. The pipeline uses DPDK [16] to send and
receive packets. The received packets are passed through
a series of Rust network functions that are implemented
as isolated domains which exchange packets on the shared
exchange heap. We test three configurations: non-isolated
Rust, i.e., Rust that uses regular references and function call
invocations, a proxy that recursively updates ownership of
all objects passed on the shared heap, and our new system
that updates ownership of only the root element. We vary
the packet batch size passed between NFs from 1 to 32.
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The network functions encompass tasks commonly done
in networking equipment: TTL decrementer, NAT, ACL fire-
wall, and Maglev load balancer [19]. The NAT function
rewrites the source IP and port of outgoing packets based
on a dynamic mapping. Ports are allocated and recorded in a
hash table for each new flow. In Maglev, consistent hashing
is utilized to evenly distribute flows across all servers. For
each new flow, Maglev selects a backend server via a hash
table lookup. The size of the lookup table is proportional to
the number of backend servers. The selected backend is then
inserted into the flow tracking table, to ensure that the same
servers are chosen for established flows even when the set
of available servers have changed.

On average, the naive proxy results in 4% lower through-
put than normal Rust while the improved proxy with assign-
ment analysis has an overhead of only 1%. Arguably, the
overheads of this highly-optimized scenario that passes at
most 32 recursive RRef<T>s are small. Other operating system
interfaces might be configured to pass a significantly larger
number of buffers on the shared heap. For example, large disk
accesses might pass hundreds or even thousands of buffers.

6 Conclusions
Despite active development, Rust is still lacking mecha-
nisms to support safe systems that require process-like isola-
tion guarantees and efficient zero-copy communication. Our
work develops a static analysis pass inside the Rust compiler
that allows us to reason about assignments of references on
a special exchange heap and correctly account for the own-
ership of objects on the exchange heap. While seemingly a
niche problem, we argue it is an important piece of a puzzle
that can enable fast, secure and reliable systems that utilize
language mechanisms for isolation of untrusted subsystems.
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